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ABSTRACT

An overview of the North Ecliptic Pole (NEP) deep multi-wavelength survey covering from X-ray
to radio wavelengths is presented. The main science objective of this multi-wavelength project is to
unveil the star-formation and AGN activities obscured by dust in the violent epoch of the Universe
(z=0.5-2), when the star formation and black-hole evolution activities were much stronger than the
present. The NEP deep survey with AKARI/IRC consists of two survey projects: shallow wide (8.2
sq. deg, NEP-Wide) and the deep one (0.6 sq. deg, NEP-Deep). The NEP-Deep provides us with
a 15 µm or 18 µm selected sample of several thousands of galaxies, the largest sample ever made
at these wavelengths. A continuous filter coverage at mid-IR wavelengths (7, 9, 11, 15, 18, and
24 µm) is unique and vital to diagnose the contribution from starbursts and AGNs in the galaxies
at the violent epoch. The recent updates of the ancillary data are also provided: optical/near-IR
magnitudes (Subaru, CFHT), X-ray (Chandra), FUV/NUV (GALEX), radio (WSRT, GMRT),
optical spectra (Keck/DEIMOS etc.), Subaru/FMOS, Herschel/SPIRE, and JCMT/SCUBA-2.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In order to understand the link between star forma-
tion and the growth of super-massive black holes in

the Universe, the mid- and far-infrared (MIR and FIR)
wavelengths are quite important probes, since the ear-
liest stages of the evolution of star-formation, as well
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as the processes associated with active galactic nuclei
(AGN) most likely take place within nuclear regions
obscured by dust. The Infrared Astronomical Satellite
(IRAS) discovered many ultraluminous infrared galax-
ies (ULIRGs) with LIR ≥ 1012 L¯ (Soifer et al., 1987;
Sanders & Mirabel, 1996), whose energy source has
been interpreted as either starburst, or AGN activ-
ity in their nuclear regions. Although ULIRGs repre-
sent a relatively rare population in the local universe,
their fraction increases substantially at higher redshifts,
eventually dominating the IR energy density at redshift
z ∼ 1 (Le Floc’h et al., 2005; Pérez-González et al.,
2005; Goto et al., 2010). In this sense at z = 0.5 - 2 the
Universe seems to experience a “violent epoch”. Then,
what triggers this huge star-forming activity, and do
the galaxy merging and the AGN feedback play key
roles in this epoch? This is the major science goal of
the NEP survey project.

The North Ecliptic Pole (NEP) survey (Matsuhara
et al., 2006) was one of the large area surveys of the
AKARI, and the NEP-Deep field (0.6 deg2) is optimally
designed to explore the violent epoch: the survey vol-
ume is designed to include both dense and field regions
to investigate the environmental effect, and the mid-IR
photometric data are unique to discern the dusty AGNs
from their spectral energy distributions (SEDs, see Sec-
tion 2). The IRC image processing and the source ex-
traction are described in Wada et al. (2008), and the
band-merged catalog based on the resulted mosaiced
images are presented in Takagi et al. (2012). The near-
IR false-color image is shown in Figure 1. Just recently,
an improved image processing with accurate flat-field
data has been developed, and reliability of the source
catalog is very much improved. This is described in
Murata et al. (this conference). In this paper we focus
on demonstrating the advantages of the NEP deep sur-
vey data, and also briefly describe the ancillary data,
which have been increased very recently.

2. ADVANTAGES OF THE NEP DEEP SURVEY

Although Spitzer has already undertaken numerous
deep extragalactic surveys in the mid-IR, with more
than a thousand of papers published, the AKARI/IRC
mid-IR imaging data are still unique in its continous
wavelength coverage over the 8 - 24 µm wavelength gap
of the Spitzer, namely by the existence of the 9, 11, 15,
and 18 µm bands. The Spitzer/IRS peak-up camera at
16 µm is useful to fill-in this gap but the AKARI/IRC

NEP-Deep
IRC NIR

Fig. 1. A three-color ∼ 0.5 deg2 image of NEP-Deep field

(Wada et al., 2008), generated from three (N2, N3, and

N4) filter bands of IRC. The white square is an area of

Subaru/SuprimeCam deep optical data.

is capable of doing a large area survey and thus gener-
ating ∼ 5, 000 15 or 18 µm selected galaxy sample, the
largest ever made.

So why is the mid-IR continous coverage impor-
tant to explore the violent epoch? Figure 2 shows the
SEDs of two star-forming and AGN-dominated galax-
ies. Since the effective temperature of the stellar popu-
lation is higher than 3,000 K, while the PAHs and small
grains emit beyond 7 µm, there is a valley in the star-
burst SED. On the contrary, in an AGN the dust torus
heated by the central engine could be as hot as ∼ 2,000
K, thus the AGN’s SED is smooth and power-law like.
Hence the spectral shape at rest-frame 5-7 µm can be
used as a diagnostic tool of AGN/starburst classifica-
tion.

3. OVERVIEW OF THE ANCILLARY DATA

In order to achieve the science goal, complementary an-
cillary data in other wavelengths are mandatory. Avail-
able (or to be available) multi-wavelength data are sum-
marized in Table 1.

Since we are dealing with dusty galaxies suffering
from large extinction, very deep optical imaging sur-
veys are necessary. A deep Subaru/SuprimCam image
is available, with a depth of B = 28 AB mag, how-
ever only half area of the NEP-Deep field is covered
(Wada et al., in prep.). There also exists a relatively
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Fig. 2. Examples of typical star-forming (top) and AGN

dominated (bottom) galaxies’ SEDs, the spectral shapes at

rest-frame 5 - 7 µm are notably different between the two.

shallow but wider 2 deg2 survey with CFHT/MegaCam
(Hwang et al., 2007). In 2011, new deeper 1 deg2 im-
ages were taken down to r′ ∼ 26.5 AB mag, and the
extracted g′r′i′z′ catalogues provide the optical coun-
terparts of the AKARI mid-IR selected sources except
for the most absorbed sources (e.g. DOGs: Dey et
al., 2008). For accurate estimation of photometric red-
shifts, data at near-IR photometric bands are very im-
portant since the rest 4,000 Å break shifts to the near-
IR for the galaxies at the violent epoch. An area of
25′×30′ was surveyed by KPNO2.1m/Flamingos (Imai
et al., 2007), but its depth is found to be not suffi-
cient. In 2010 new Y JKs images have been taken with
CFHT/WIRCam with sufficient depth, and the source
catalog is now merged to the fundamental SED catalog

Table 1.

The NEP-Deep Multi-wavelength Data

Observatory Band/Filter Area/Target

Instrument Sensitivity Status(March 2012)

AKARI 2.4-24 µm, 9 bands 0.6 deg2

IRC 90 µJy@15 µm published

2-12 µm ∼100 sources

IRC (spec.) ∼1 mJy@9 µm paper in prep.

Subaru BV Ri′z′, NB711 27′ × 34′ .

SuprimeCam B =28 ABmag paper in prep.

optical spec. 57 sources

FOCAS R ∼ 24 ABmag paper in prep.

JH spec. ∼200 sources

FMOS J ∼ 19 ABmag observed (June 2012)

Keck optical spec. 420 sources

DEIMOS R ∼ 24 ABmag analysis completed

optical spec. ∼600 sources (July 2011)

R ∼ 24 ABmag analysis on-going

WIYN optical spec

Hydra analysis on-going

CFHT g′r′i′z′ 2 deg2

MegaCam r′ ∼ 25 ABmag published.

ug′r′i′z′ 1 deg2

r′ ∼ 26.5 ABmag paper in prep.

Y JKs 0.5 deg2

WIRCam Ks ∼ 24 ABmag paper in prep.

KPNO 2.1 m JKs 25′ × 30′

Flamingos Ks=20 Vega mag published

KPNO 4 m HKs 27′ × 27′

NEWFIRM Ks=22 ABmag analysis completed

Chandra 0.5-7 keV 0.25 deg2

ACIS-I (50 ksec typical) analysis on-going

GALEX NUV, FUV circular, 1.0 degφ

. NUV∼26 AB mag paper in prep.

Herschel 250, 350, 500 µm 160′ × 160′

SPIRE 9 mJy @250 µm observed (April 2012)

JCMT 450, 850 µm 7′ × 7′

SCUBA-2 observing (May-July 2012)

WSRT 1.5 GHz ∼1.7 deg2

0.1 mJy published

GMRT 610 MHz ∼0.5 deg2

analysis on-going

for the scientific studies.

Spectroscopic follow-up observations in the optical
(≤ 9,000 Å) provide accurate redshifts for sources at
z ∼ 1 or smaller. Since photometric redshifts esti-
mated from the optical and near-IR colors are used
to derive their luminosities for the entire sample, the
spectroscopic redshifts are critically important to esti-
mate the accuracy of the photometric redshifts. More
than 400 spectra were taken with Subaru/FOCAS and
Keck/DEIMOS (Takagi et al., in prep.) in 2009 and be-
fore. In July 2011, a selected ∼ 600 sources which are
candidate members of galaxy clusters and dusty AGNs
have been observed with Keck/DEIMOS. One should
note however that the optical spectroscopic follow-up
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Fig. 3. Observed wavelengths of typical diagnostic

lines vs redshift. The shaded regions are covered by

Subaru/FMOS.

is limited to the sample of AKARI sources with rel-
atively bright optical counterparts, only a sub-sample
of the total AKARI mid-IR sources. Therefore, spec-
troscopic follow-up in the near-IR, where the sources’
SEDs suffer from less dust extinction, is very important
and is vital to estimate the star-formation rate, for ex-
ample, from the luminosity of the Hα. Subaru/FMOS
is a 1.0-1.8 µm multi-object (∼ 400) fiber spectrograph
at Subaru prime-focus (R = 500, 2,200). We performed
two nights observing runs with FMOS in June 2012 (by
UH time allocation, PI is T. Goto), and data analysis
is on-going (Figure 3).

X-ray data are very important to identify the AGN-
dominated population. Together with AKARI AGN
candidates, we can address the fraction of unabsorbed
(type-1) AGNs, Compton-thin absorbed (type II)
AGNs, and Compton-thick AGN candidates (Krumpe
et al., in preparation). A Chandra/ACIS-I observa-
tion (Miyaji et al., in preparation) was performed for
the NEP-Deep field with SuprimeCam coverage (3× 4
ACIS-I pointing, 12-36 ks exposure per each observa-
tion, see Figure 4). Thanks to overlapping in the field
coverage, the net exposure time is as large as 50 ksec
at each point.

The GALEX FUV/NUV coverage is essential to
probe the unobscured present star-formation activity,
which is complementary to that obtained with AKARI:
the obscured star-formation. A circular area with a di-

Fig. 4. Chandra/ACIS-I field positions overlayed on the

NEP-Deep 15 um image (yellow background image) and

the SuprimeCam filed (redbox).

�1 deg 

Fig. 5. GALEX NUV(∼230 nm) image toward the

NEP-Deep field.

ameter of 1 deg was surveyed in both FUV (150 nm, ∼ 4
arcsec FWHM) and NUV(230 nm, ∼ 6 arcsec FWHM)
bands of GALEX (see Figure 5).

To obtain precise star-formation rates for dusty
galaxies, submillimeter wavelengths (rest-frame far-IR)
are very important to estimate the total IR luminosity.
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SPIRE AOR overlaid on 

NEP-WIDE-S

Fig. 6. Planned SPIRE scan coverage map (160′ × 160′

green square) of the Herschel/SPIRE OT-2 observation

overlayed on NEP-Wide coverage (blue).

Herschel Space Observatory, launched in 2009 (Pill-
bratt et al., 2010), covers 100–500 µm and is the opti-
mum facillity to address this important goal. An Open
Time (OT) proposal (PI: S. Serjeant) was awarded for
6.2 hours of SPIRE time, and a 160′×160′ shallow sur-
vey(see Figure 6) has been successfully executed. Also
it is noteworthy that there are many data taken in the
guaranteed time and for the performance verification in
the NEP region. The NEP-deep field is kept as one of
SCUBA-2 legacy field. The SCUBA-2 is a 450 and 850
µm dual-wavelength camera comissioned in 2011. A
UH time proposal (PI: T. Goto) has also been awarded
for observing time; the proposal focuses on a 30′ × 30′

area aiming to reach the confusion limit at 850 µm.
The observations are on-going in the queue mode.

The synthesized radio telesopes give us the chance
to investigate the radio activities of mid-IR selected
sources. A deep 1.5 GHz image was taken with WSRT
(White et al., 2010) over ∼ 1.7 deg2 centered on NEP,
and 462 sources down to 0.1 mJy were detected with 15
arcsec resolution. Also a 610 GHz map with GMRT has
been successfully obtained over ∼ 0.5 deg2 (Serjeant
et al., in prep.).

4. THE CATALOG RELEASE AND SCOPE FOR

FUTURE

The mid-IR selected source catalog in NEP-Deep field
has already been released (Takagi et al., 2012). The
catalog contains 7,284 sources which are detected
in 5σ at least in one band among five wavebands
at 7 - 18 µm. For these sources optical/near-IR
magnitudes (Subaru/SuprimeCam, CFHT/MegaCam,
KPNO2.1m/Flamingos) are also merged. The cata-
log is available by the ISAS/DARTS system as well.
Moreover, the improved catalog (i.e., improved reliabil-
ity) by Murata et al. will be released after verification
among the team.

As described above, numerous multi-wavelength
follow-up data have been taken. They are under anal-
ysis and relevant papers in preparation. In addition
the data will be made available to the public when
the corresponding papers are released. Although the
right/responsibility for the release of a dataset belongs
to each PI, it is valuable to release the entire merged
catalog as well, and this will be discussed among the
team.
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